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-PROOFS-

‘Know that there is no god but Allah.’ 
—Quran 47:19



NECESSARY ATTRIBUTES

1] Existence

2] Beginninglessness

3] Endlessness

4] Dissimilarity to creation

5] Self-subsistence 

6] Oneness

7] Power

8] Will

9] Knowledge

10] Life

11] Hearing

12] Sight

13] Speech

IMPOSSIBLE ATTRIBUTES

1] Non-existence

2] Contingency/beginning

3] Having an end

4] Similarity to creation

5] Dependence/indwelling 

6] Multiplicity

7] Inability

8] Compulsion

9] Ignorance

10] Death

11] Deafness

12] Blindness

13] Dumbness



BEGINNINGLESSNESS

Its opposite is huduth, or temporality (having a beginning).

·         The temporal (based in time) can only be contingent (mumkin).

·         Anything that is contingent is preceded by non-existence.

·         Anything preceded by non-existence requires an originator to bring it into 
existence.



ENDLESSNESS

Endlessness. Its opposite is having an end.

·         If an end were possible for Allah, it would mean that His existence is a possible 
existence.

·         All possible existents require an originator to bring them into existence.



SUMMARY
If a beginning or end were possible for Allah, it would mean that His existence is 
merely possible, and not necessary. This would imply that existence and non-existence 
are equally possible, which would mean that He is a possible existence and not The 
Necessary Existent (Wajib al-Wujud).



DISSIMILARITY TO CREATION
 

·         If Allah resembled creation in any way, He too would have contingent qualities 
(size, shape, limits, parts, incidental qualities).

·         Anything with contingent qualities is contingent.

·         Anything with contingent qualities is subject to specification—decisions being 
made regarding it.

·         Anything that is contingent is preceded by non-existence

·         Anything that is contingent requires an originator.



SELF-SUBSISTENCE
 

 

·         Were Allah not absolutely independent, He would need others.

·         Anything in need of another is contingent.

·         Anything that is contingent requires an originator to bring it into existence.



ONENESS
  

ا َیِصفُوَن ِ َربِّ ٱۡلَعۡرِش َعمَّ َّ َن ٱ ـٰ ُ َلَفَسَدَتۚا َفُسۡبَح َّ َلۡو َكاَن ِفیِھَمۤا َءالَِھٌة إِالَّ ٱ

‘If there were therein gods beside Allah, then verily both [the heavens 
and the earth] had fallen into ruin. Glorified be Allah, the Lord of the 

Throne, from all that they ascribe [unto Him].’ –Quran 21:22



ARGUMENT FROM MUTUAL HINDERANCE
a)   If being-A willed to create something and being-B did not want it, being-B is not all powerful and by definition, 
cannot be God;

b)  If being-B willed to create something and being-A did not want it, being-A is not all powerful and by definition, 
cannot be God;

c)    If being-A willed to create something and being-B allowed it (and could have stopped it if he wanted), being-A’s 
acts are dependent on being-B’s permission, and thus being-A is not all powerful and by definition, cannot be God;

d)  If being-B willed to create something and being-A allowed it (and could have stopped it if he wanted), being-B’s 
acts are dependent on being-A’s permission, and thus being-B is not all powerful and by definition, cannot be God;

e)   If both are gods, then what is true for one is true for the other. So if one is incapable based the scenarios 
mentioned above, that means that both are incapable, and if both are incapable, both lack power to create anything. If 
this were the case this world would not exist.



PROOFS FOR THE POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES
POWER: If power was negated, it would necessitate incapability, and one who is incapable 
cannot bring any contingent thing into being.

WILL: If will was negated, specification would be negated and no contingent thing would 
exist.

KNOWLEDGE: If knowledge was negated, all contingent things would be negated 
because it is impossible to intend something unknown.

LIFE: If life was negated, all of these attributes would have been negated and no contingent 
thing would exist.



PROOFS FOR THE POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES

Hearing, Sight, & Speech

·         If Allah was not described with these attributes, it would necessitate that He is 
described with their opposites: deafness, blindness, and muteness.

·         These opposites are imperfections.

·         Imperfections are rationally impossible for Him, for they would entail that He 
needs one who can remove them.

·         Being in need negates self-sufficiency.


